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QoS and QoE Management in UMTS Cellular SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This comprehensive volume provides state-of-the art guidance on Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of end-user Experience (QoE) management in UMTS cellular systems, tackling planning, provisioning, monitoring and optimisation issues in a single accessible resource. In addition, a detailed discussion is provided on service applications, QoS...
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Total Area Networking: Atm, Ip, Frame Relay and Smds ExplainedJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Total Area Networking ATM,IP, Frame Relay and SMDS Explained Second Edition John Atkins and Mark Norris BT, UK Total Area Networking explains how high-speed communications allow local facilities to become part of a more global network. This concept is the essential basis for super-connectivity, when the user sees a distributed set of network-based...
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Synthetic Metal Containing PolymersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The development of the field of synthetic metal-containing polymers - where metal atoms form an integral part of the main chain or side group structure of a polymer - aims to create new materials which combine the processability of organic polymers with the physical or chemical characteristics associated with the metallic element or complex. This...
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Mastering AutoCAD 2008 and AutoCAD LT 2008Sybex, 2007
The World's Bestselling AutoCAD Resource Fully Updated for 2008
   There's a reason why Mastering AutoCAD is so popular year after year. Loaded with concise explanations, step-by-step instructions, and hands-on projects, this comprehensive reference and tutorial from award-winning author George Omura has everything you...
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The Radio Station, Seventh Edition: Broadcast, Satellite & InternetFocal Press, 2006
Keith's masterful updated survey of what has changed and what remains the same in the dynamic audio industry.
 - Christopher Sterling, 
	George Washington University     

       The bible for beginning radio professionals. A complete guide to the internal workings of radio stations and the radio industry. The book  is now a...
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High-Speed Networking: A Systematic Approach to High-Bandwidth Low-Latency CommunicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"Building networks with high performance demanded by today's applications requires a complete understanding of the basic principles and latest techniques. This book is the definitive guide to both."-Lyman Chapin
   
   High-speed networking is the essential enabler of modern sophisticated distributed computing applications. This...
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MP3: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000
MP3, standing for MPEG-1, Layer 3, is a codec for compressing the size of audio files for digital distribution. Much more than a definition, MP3 is nothing less than a cultural and economic revolution on the Internet. Every day, hundreds of thousands of MP3 music files are searched for, shared, recorded and listened to by  computer and Internet...
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Risk, Complexity and ICTEdward Elgar Publishing, 2007
This book explores the challenges   regarding risks and risk management related to the growing complexity of   ICT solutions. 

The main argument of the book is that the complexity   of ICT solutions has continued to grow throughout the history of ICT, and   that it has now reached a level that goes beyond our current understanding   of...
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Data Model Patterns: A Metadata Map (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
A very ambitious undertaking, masterfully described. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first published version of the detailed models implied by the Zachman Framework. David Hay builds the models one step at a time, describing in each increment why the new entities were added, and how they related to the rest of the model. At least as...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Word 2007 (Tech)Visual, 2006
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Word 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions for...
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Software by Design: Shaping Technology and The WorkplaceOxford University Press, 1994
As computers become more and more integral to business and other organizational operations around the world, software design must increasingly meet the social demands of the workplace.  This book provides an informative, cogent examination of how various social factors--such as organizational structure, workplace relations, and market...
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Programming in Objective-C 2.0 (2nd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2009
 

From the author of Programming in C,Programming in Objective-C 2.0 provides the new programmer a complete, step-by-step introduction to the Objective-C language. The book does not assume previous experience with either C or object-oriented programming...
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